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Dear reader,
The recent World Textile Services Congress of which we were
proud event partner, has again shown the need for continuous
innovation and the need to keep the total cost of ownership as
low as possible. These are - not by coincidence - two of
Lapauw's core strengths.
I am happy to see that only a few months after the launch of
the redesigned ironers IronMAX and IronPRO at Texcare in
Frankfurt, sales of these machines are going very well.
The rst three-roll IronMAX is installed and running at a laundry in Europe and is living up to the high
expectations for this machine. More installations of IronMAX and IronPRO are planned for the next weeks
and months, about which you will hear more in our next newsletters.
Make sure to read the testimonial in this newsletter: it is an interesting showcase where Lapauw
equipment is used since many years, but for once not in a textile laundry.
Best regards,
Steven Renders
CEO

Bart Stove: Lapauw representative in Benelux
For many dozens of years, Michel Deryckere has successfully
represented Lapauw and its machinery on the Belgian laundry
market.
In anticipation of his retirement, Michel will be succeeded by
Bart Stove, who becomes the new contact person for the entire
Benelux.
Click here to read the full article.

Dealer in the spotlight: Tellefsen
The Norwegian market is a small but highly specialized and
technical market, where a local dealer is indispensable.
Since over 30 years, we have found a partner in Tellefsen.
Tellefsen, who started as a sole proprietorship that offered
sales of smaller laundry machines and technical service to
laundry customers, gradually developed the need to offer larger
laundry equipment to customers. This way, Lapauw became a
natural supplier of this equipment.

Today, Tellefsen is well known in the Norwegian market as a solid partner that offers the full range of
Lapauw machinery. As with the islands ASVO laundry project, where Tellefsen took care of the laundry
that incorporated a complete Lapauw stripping line, a Lapauw 300 kg washer extractor and a TrolleyWash.
Tellefsen also made Norway one of the lead countries to adopt the Mediwave barrier washer concept.

Lapauw China - Shanghai
Jiahui International Hospital has chosen to cooperate with
Lapauw China and our partner Laundrymate for the delivery of
the state to the art laundry of the new hospital.
Click here to read the full article.

TRSA-Tour
The American National Textile Services Trade Organisation,
TRSA, took pro t of the WTSC tour to invite its members to
Belgium for a pre-congress laundry tour. As Belgium based
manufacturer, Lapauw hosted the tour.
Click here to read the full article.

World Textile Services Congress
15 years after the latest edition, the World Textile Services
Congress took place from Oct 5th to Oct 7th in Bruges and gave
an interesting insight into the future of textile care.
Click here to read the full article.

Interclean 2016
This year's International Conference INTERCLEAN 2016 was a
success. Lapauw CEE was, already for the second time, a proud
main partner of the INTERCLEAN 2016 Conference. Laundry
managers from Czech Republic and 6 other countries from
Central and Eastern Europe came to visit our booth and were
impressed by the new technologies that we have developed.
Click here to read the full article.

New building Lapauw France
After 15 years in Epinay Sous Sénart, we are pleased to
announce that the Lapauw France team has moved to their new
building in Tigery, department of the Essonne.
The geographical situation, close to the N104, A6 and shopping
district Carré Sénart, facilitates easy access to the site.
The new Lapauw France building is situated at the heart of a
growing dynamic zone and offers more of ce space for our growing team and a large warehouse.

Unix: Fitted for tted sheets
Feeding tted sheets with an automatic feeder is a dif cult
task. The Unix, however, has some features that allow clamp
feeding of tted sheets. Take a closer look on the link below.
Click here to read the full article.

Testimonial: Euro Tap Rent
Euro Tap Rent rents tapping installations to events in the Benelux, France, Germany and the UK. Care for
the environment is one of their core values. Euro Tap Rent uses our Trolley-Wash to wash their bar
counters.

Lapauw Factory Christmas Closing
During the factory Christmas closing, the Lapauw After Sales Service remains available. They can
be reached every weekday of the year, except for the 25th of December and the 1st of January.

Visit our website:
www.lapauw.be
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